
THE WAY IT GOES 
—————————- 

VERSE ONE: TEEKAY 
Life... a present 
Why live in the past? 
Camoflauged reality 
Why live in the mask? 
Not scaring anyone 
Yeah I gotta laugh 
It ain't all good, but c'mon with the sad sack 
Scrambling mad stack, pile up the lays chips 
politicians getting power losing it to lay chicks 
No woman no cry all caught in the fads 
just painting that drab while they drunk in the cab 
All they want is that blue sky canvas 
Undiscovered countries looking for Atlantis 
It really ain't there and it really ain't fair 
Worries and our cares in the futile nonsense 
Forget about the miracle like no nobody wants this  
Life is a gift, not just so we can flaunt its 
Taken for granted so often in humanity 
Tossing out the soul for a whole pile of vanity...  
What's going on? 

CHORUS: YOLANDA SARGEANT 
Life so real why you faking it? 
It's so real why you tainting it? 
All these people have mistaken it 
But that's just the way it goes 

VERSE TWO: TEEKAY 
Alone in the front, driver 
I survived the pitfalls, its all part of the process 
And part of the complex, compound calamity 
Sane all the same, just flirting with insanity 
Fighting my humanity, blood pumping vanity 
Vain's the reflection, mirrors window pane/pain 
And trapped in pouring rain, running for cover 
Try to make peace, cold wars, ex-lovers 
Love for my brothers, boxing with opinions 
Who will be the master, can't be a minion 
Collisions, fork in the road, left-right 
And decisions, weighing on the mind each night 
The schism, separating new from old 
Creates divisions when stepping out of mind control 



As a child, I tried to follow pendulum swings 
But as a man, I put away these childish things 
And just grow 

CHORUS: YOLANDA SARGEANT 
Life so real why you faking it? 
It's so real why you tainting it? 
All these people have mistaken it 
But that's just the way it goes 

(Yolanda Sargeant Outro) 

Winding roads and stop signs 
Its so easy to fall behind
Mind heavy like metal 
Hit the gas pedal
High like stiletto
Don’t need no money or no fancy cars
Got dreams in my pocket brought me this far
Don’t know what the future brings
And thats just the way it goes
And thats just the way it goes
I know.


